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president’s
 message

•
One of the wonderful things about our being a dozenal society is that we are 
a group of like-minded individuals. Our Founders, as well as several gross of 
Members in years past, gathered together in an accessible location (nyc), in part 
to talk about dozenals, but also to enjoy the company of others who held the 
same regard for that noble number twelve. From day to day, as a dozenalist, you 
may find no one else who, just off the cuff, shares your keen appreciation of how 
the dozen improves life through its efficiencies. You may struggle to identify 
others who have thought about the way we measure and quantify our world, 
the way we enumerate things, or arrange items for packaging or sale. But here, 
on Long Island, as in other years, you can meet up with folks of like mind and 
discuss the wonders of the arrangement of the world by the dozen.

Please join us this summer, come from far and near. More than ever, one can ar-
gue that it is easier and less expensive to stay in New York City than at any other 
time since perhaps 2001. I’d be delighted to meet anyone in Manhattan between 
the 25th and the 28th of June to discuss dozenal. I take the Long Island Rail 
Road to our Saturday meetings, it’s always a pleasant 36; minute ride. It would 
be even more pleasant to roll east, all the while chatting with a fellow dozenalist 
about our favorite number...the noble dozen! •••

•  11B5; · GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING · 2009.  •

Nassau Community College 
see http://www.ncc.edu/About/directions.htm

2 pm Saturday  
25; June 11B5; 
(Saturday 27. June 2009.) 
Old College Union Building  
2nd Floor Conference Room 
Room cu309

Come on out and join us!
Items we plan to discuss, among other things:
• Membership Levels · Shall we introduce levels of Membership?
• Communication:
 ▶ Website Update
 ▶ Internet Meetings · these would likely present the following effects:

Broaden potential attendance•	
International participation, connection with the DSGB•	
Separate the Board and Membership Meetings•	
Maintain a more representative Board•	
Keynote speakers become more feasible•	

 ▶ Social Networking
• The Duodecimal Bulletin:
 ▶ Theming: Upcoming Symbols Issue

The Bulletin may incorporate “themes” in a limited proportion  
of upcoming issues. Come discuss what themes you’d love to see.

 ▶ Topics for upcoming issues (outside of “themes”)
 ▶ Adjustments to the scope of distribution:

Traditional Mail: limited color: Shall we restrict distribution to certain •	
Members or offer an option to continue to receive printed Bulletins?
Electronic: full color: How should these be distributed?•	
Electronic Legacy (back issue) Bulletins: How shall access be granted?•	

•••••   •••••   •••••   •••••   •••••   •••••   •••••   •••••   •••••   •••••   •••••   •••••
If you have dozenal topics, we’d be happy to  
discuss these during and after the meetings!

• • We Depend on You • •
Annual dues are due as of 1 January. If you forgot, please forward your check for 
only one dozen dollars to Treasurer Ellen Tufano, 95 Holst Drive West, Hunting-
ton NY 11743-3939, USA. Student dues are $3. As you know, our continued work 
depends very much upon the tax deductible dues and gifts from our Members. •••

• • Readers: Send in Your Symbols! • •
We are compiling a comprehensive study of dozenal symbol sets (“symbolo-
gies”) as well as those of other bases. The study will appear in an upcoming issue 
of the Duodecimal Bulletin! Send your symbols to Editor@Dozenal.org today! 
Here are some examples:

Don Hammond 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b

Gerard Robert Brost’s “Dyhexal” 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b

P. D. Thomas’ “Modular” 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b         •••
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minutes BOARD MEETING
                                         4 OCTOBER 2008

4 October 11b4; (2008.) 
Nassau Community College
Garden City, ny 11530

In attendance: Board Chair Jay Schiffman, Treasurer 
Ellen Tufano, Board Members: Alice Berridge, Gene 
Zirkel, and President and Editor Michael De Vlieger.

The meeting was called to order at 2:15 pm by Board Chair Jay Schiffman in 
the Old Student Center at the College. (Thanks to Gene for supplying refresh-
ments.) Minutes of the October 11b3; Board Meeting were accepted as printed 
in The Bulletin. Gene extended greetings from John Impagliazzo, now residing in 
Qatar, and from Secretary Christina D’Aiello. Editor Mike gave us a first look at 
the next issue of The Bulletin, wn 97; Vol. 49; № 2 (11b4;). Members were ex-
tremely impressed with his efforts which will be available soon for mailing to our 
readers and will also be available digitally on the website. Mike has marvelous 
ideas and seemingly inexhaustible energy. Gene gave mailing labels to Mike and 
to Ellen also. During Gene’s vacation, Vice President John Earnest has agreed to 
expedite Dozenal mail from the dsa mailbox at Nassau Community College to 
Mike or to Ellen. Mike has agreed to respond to inquiries with a supply of mate-
rials provided by Gene; these inquiries have been reduced of late – probably as 
a result of dsa material available on our website www.Dozenal.org and various 
other websites including: 
http://www.mathworld.wolfram.com  http://www.Dozenalsociety.org.uk/
http://z13.invisionfree.com/DozensOnline  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dozenal 

Mike has agreed to amend and improve the dsa website. Mike will investigate 
whether the website can be fixed or whether it has to be completely overhauled. 
He will contact Dan Romero who helped design the current website.

Jay announced that he will be speaking at several conferences and intends to 
spread the Dozenal word.

Jay presented Mike with our Society’s Ralph Beard Memorial Award, the text of 
which appears on page 6. Mike was genuinely thrilled by the presentation. 

Treasurer Ellen Tufano’s financial report was accepted and approved by mem-
bers. She pointed out that our net worth has declined and predicts that this loss 
will be exacerbated in the coming months. 
The Nominating Committee recommended that the Directors of the Class of 
11b4; (2008.), consisting of Mike DeVlieger, Christina D’Aiello, Ellen Tufano 
and Alice Berridge, be re-elected as the Class of 11b7; (2011.) As there were no 
other nominations, this was approved.

The meeting was adjourned at 3:15 pm.

Prof. Jay Schiffman presents Michael De Vlieger the Ralph Beard Annual Award at the 4 
October 11b4 (2008.) dsa Meeting at Nassau Community College. The text of the award 
appears below:

• • 11b4; · Ralph Beard Memorial Award ·  2008 • •

The Ralph Beard Memorial Award  
of the 

Dozenal Society of America

is hereby presented to
Michael De Vlieger

President & Editor

for his zeal and tireless effort for our Society 
especially in recognition of his work 

in creating and maintaining the master data base 
of our historical documents including all of the dozens of past 

Duodecimal Bulletins.

Given with gratitude by the Board of Directors on behalf
of all those who will benefit from his untiring efforts.

11b4; 2008.
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The Society regrets the recent passing of Mr. Edmund Berridge, dear husband 
of Professor Alice Berridge on 15 March 2009.

Alice is a long-time faithful member of the Board of Directors of the Dozenal 
Society of America, a former Treasurer and chair or member of several com-
mittees. Edmund had accompanied her to several Dozenal Society meetings.

Contact the Society at editor@dozenal.com for an address to which you may 
send your condolences. •••

Mr. & Mrs. Berridge on the occasion of her receiving the Ralph Beard Annual Award at the 
16; (18.) October 11χχ (2002.) dsa Meeting at Bank Street College.

• • Mr. Edmund Berridge • •
dsa Member № 297;

• • Symbology & Nomenclature • •
The DSA does NOT endorse any particular symbols for the digits ten and eleven. 
For uniformity in publications we use Dwiggins dek (A) for ten and his el (B) for 
eleven. Whatever symbols are used, the numbers commonly called “ten”, “eleven” 
and “twelve” are pronounced “dek”, “el” and “dough” in the duodecimal system.

When it is not clear from the context whether a numeral is decimal or dozenal, 
we use a period as a unit point for base ten and a semicolon, or Humphrey point, 
as a unit point for base twelve. 
Thus ½ = 0;6 = 0.5, 2⅔ = 2;8 = 2.6666..., 6⅜ = 6;46 = 6.375  •••

The meeting was called to order by President DeVlieger at 3:20 pm. Minutes of 
the last meeting were approved. Mike went into more detail about the mockup 
of the next Bulletin. This issue will include the dsa history, timeline, etc., with 
numerous photos. Mike is concerned that the cost of 4-color photos will be pro-
hibitive so he may opt for photos on the inside cover with 2-color for the bulk 
of the text. It is hoped that in the future readers will opt for the digital version in 
thereby reducing costs.
Mike presented members present with a cd of web-optimized back issues wn 
0; through wn 81;. Copies will be given to the ncc Library’s Dozenal collection 
and to the dsa Office at ncc. Interested members in good standing may request 
a copy. Mike has a master dvd. It will be available from Mike on a limited basis. 
In the future all of the files will be available on the website.
The Nominating Committee consisting of Alice Berridge, Pat Zirkel, and Gene 
Zirkel proposed that the five officers of our Society consisting of Board Chair 
Jay Schiffman, President Mike DeVlieger, Vice President John Earnest, Secre-
tary Christina D’Aiello and Treasurer Ellen Tufano be re-elected. As there were 
no other nominations, this was approved. In addition, the Nominating Com-
mittee was also re-elected.
Mike was reappointed Editor of our Bulletin, and Gene was appointed Parlia-
mentarian to the Chair by Jay and also to the President by Mike.
It was agreed that there would be one meeting next year. We are considering the 
end of May or in June at Nassau Community College on a Friday or Saturday 
for our next meeting. We will establish that meeting date early in 11b5; (2009.) 
when our calendars can be coordinated. Gene will see to this. 

• See page 4 for more information about the June 2009 meeting.
President Mike met with British mathematician, journalist and author Alex Bel-
los in St. Louis on 20; September this year and made a convincing case to Bellos 
about the wisdom and ease of using dozens. Mike was able to tie his passion with 
duodecimals to the use of dozens that he makes in his architectural business on 
a daily basis. Bellos was impressed with Mike’s practical use of dozens as well as 
his reliance on base twelve to order his daily life (enumerating his projects, tal-
lying years from and to events in his life.)
The meeting adjourned at 4:15 pm and then Board Chair Jay Schiffman deliv-
ered a talk: “Exploring Some Popular Problems Involving Patterns in Different 
Number Bases.” Members were very interested in his premise and the problems 
he presented. 
Those in attendance then retired to a nearby restaurant for dinner.
Respectfully submitted by Alice Berridge for Secretary Christina D’Aiello

minutes MEMBERSHIP MEETING
                                         4 OCTOBER 2008 
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The following is a consideration of the nomenclature necessary to a dozenal 
counting system in English, which is, by now, pretty much the lingua franca of 
the world. Much of this nomenclature is traditional, with only slight modifica-
tions to the cardinal numerals. All numeration herein is dozenal unless other-
wise stated. To distinguish dozenal quantities from decimal quantities, they are 
always quoted accurate to at least one fractional place, with the period as deci-
mal radix point and the semicolon as dozenal radix point. (See facing page.)
Names of Digits: All the digit-names are reducible to monosyllables. In the case 
of zero, we simply adopt the British “null”; “sem” and “lem” are shortened forms 
of seven and eleven respectively, and the well-known linguistic process of lazy-
mouth will help insure that these two new words will be adopted.
There is nothing particularly problematic in retaining ten as a digit-name.  
Twelve, on the other hand, while it is monosyllabic, derives from “two left over 
(ten),” and the use of the word dozen for it is common enough to admit that 
word or a shortened form thereof; hence, doz.
The names for base-multiples are fairly straightforward; “sidoz” for six-dozen 
and “eighdoz” for eight-dozen are logical simplifications. Names for the base-
powers, however, present a problem because the first grocers were not high-
volume dealers, and seem to me not to have commonly used “great gross” to 
mean “twelve cubed.” I have chosen to resolve this problem by adopting two 
terms commonly used in commercial inventory: batch for the third and lot for 
the sixth power of the dozen.
To give some examples: there are “three batch eighdoz” feet (3080;0 = 5280.0) in 
a statute mile. The population of the United States is over “eighdoz four lot, five 
gross semdoz sem batch, one gross fordoz” (84 577 140;0 = 300,000,000.0).
Symbology: My preference for the digit-symbols for ten and lem is based on 
their representability in a typical 7-segment lcd/led grid. The symbol for ten 
would resemble the symbol 5, but reversed on its vertical axis, and minus its 
top. The symbol for lem would be the symbol “F” reversed on its horizontal axis 
(upside-down), which is quite close to one of the more preferred suggestions 
for “lem.” 
Editor’s Note: The Editor added a table at the lower right which summarizes the 
author’s suggested symbology. The symbols are similar to Mr. Don Hammond’s pro-
posal available at http://www.dozenalsociety.org.uk/basicstuff/hammond.html. •••

• • Got something dozenal to say? • •
Send your proposals and dozenal doings to Editor@Dozenal.org. We’re always delight-
ed to hear from our Members. Include a description or drawing of your symbols, and 
we’ll attempt to set them to print within your article.

A Dozenal Nomenclature
by Owen G. Clayton, Ph.D.

Nomenclature of the Counting System
Number Cardinal Ordinal Partative Multiplicative Iterative
0 0 null nullth
1 1 one first whole single once
2 2 two second half double twice
3 3 three third triple thrice
4 4 four fourth quadruple
5 5 five fifth quintuple
6 6 six sixth sextuple
7 7 sem semth septuple
8 8 eight eighth octuple
9 9 nine ninth nonople
a a ten tenth tenople
b b lem lemth lemptuple

10 10 doz dozth dozuple
Nomenclature of the Base-Multiples, etc.

Multiple Cardinal Ordinal/Partative
20 20 twodoz twodozth
30 30 thridoz thridozth
40 40 fordoz fordozth
50 50 fivdoz fivdozth
60 60 sidoz sidozth
70 70 semdoz semdozth
80 80 eighdoz eighdozth
90 90 nindoz nindozth
a0 a0 tendoz tendozth
b0 b0 lemdoz lemdozth

100 100 gross grosth

Nomenclature of the Base Powers
Power Cardinal Ordinal/Partative

1 1 doz(en) doz(en)th
2 2 gross grosth
3 3 batch batchth
4 4 dozen batch dozen batchth
5 5 gross batch gross batchth
6 6 lot loth

9 9 bilot biloth

10 10 trilot triloth

The Owen G. Clayton System of  
Dozenal Nomenclature and Symbology

Symbology 
Clayton/

Hammond dsa

null 0 0

one 1 1

two 2 2

three 3 3

four 4 4

five 5 5

six 6 6

sem 7 7

eight 8 8

nine 9 9

ten a a

lem b b

…
…
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the mailbag 
Mr. Charles Dale, Member number 193; writes:
» Dear Mr. DeVlieger,
The last issue (wn 97; Vol. 49; № 2, p. 15;) asks for comments on your society timeline. 
In the summer of 1965, I was an undergraduate at Kent State University and read an ar-
ticle in Scientific American (perhaps by Martin Gardner?) that mentioned the society.  I 
still remember vividly a statement like, “There is even a Duodecimal Society of America, 
and they have a duodecimal slide rule.” I was very impressed and I tracked the society 
down, which wasn’t easy long before the Internet. At one time I owned a duodecimal 
slide rule, and it was fascinating and instructive to learn how to use it.  I also joined the 
society then, and I’ve been a member ever since.
Bottom line: It would be interesting to discuss more about the history of the duodeci-
mal slide rule, and even the mention of the society in Scientific American if you can track 
it down. Scientific American was enormously influential at that time, and I suspect that 
even that one mention might have brought in more new members than just me.
 •  Best regards,

Charles Dale 193;
Gaithersburg, md ••••

»Mr. Dale,
I’ve performed a brief search on the terms “gardner”, “scientific american”, “slide rule”, 

“duodecimal”, and haven’t really been able to delve into all that I’ve turned up. It seems a 
Martin Gardner is heavily into slide rules. The SciAm website features back content lim-
ited to the mid nineties, nothing is available before around 1996. Unless I find a resource 
where the back issues of Scientific American are actually physically stored, I don’t think 
I’d be able to track down the article to which you refer. It is interesting, however, that 
duodecimal instruments were described in such a top-drawer publication. (I’ve been a 
big fan of SciAm since my own boyhood in the 1970s.)

There are several articles about the duodecimal slide rule in the Duodecimal Bulletin itself:

I haven’t read all the above references but am sure that, before the advent of the elec-
tronic calculator and the capability of scripting code to process dozenal mathematics on 
computers, the slide rule was of intense interest among dozenalists. 

If you could find that article that would be wonderful. Perhaps we can write a brief 
article about the history of dozenal computation devices in general. This would take in 
the slide rule, its development within the dsa by Camp, Humphrey, etc. Then we could 
describe the impact of the calculator in the 1980s, and software nowadays that crunch 
dozenal figures. Hope to see you at the coming June meeting on Long Island!
 • Michael T. De Vlieger, Editor, Duodecimal Bulletin •••

Vol. 4 № 2 pp. 7 & 24; 
Vol. 4 № 3 Page 5
Vol. 5 № 1 pp. 8, b;, 18;, 20; 
Vol. 6 № 1 Page 17;
Vol. 12; № 1 Page 4

Vol. 13; № 1 Page 3
Vol. 17; № 1 Page 10;
Vol. 18; № 1 Page 3
Vol. 27; № 1 Page 4
Vol. 28; № 2 Page 4

Vol. 2a; № 1 Page 5
Vol. 32; № 3 Page 21;
Vol. 33; № 1 Page 1b;
Vol. 34; № 1 Page 19;

•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •

problem from last issue:

• Continued on page 25;

In our last issue we presented the 
following beautiful mathematical sym-
metry, asking, “Can you find a similar 
pattern in base twelve? Can you gener-
alize it to work in any base?” •••

1 × 1
11 × 11

111 × 111
1111 × 1111

11111 × 11111
111111 × 111111

1111111 × 1111111
11111111 × 11111111

111111111 × 111111111

= 1
= 121
= 12321
= 1234321
= 123454321
= 12345654321
= 1234567654321
= 123456787654321
= 12345678987654321

• • Metric Silliness Continues • •
Jean Kelly

Many people under the European metric dictatorship still want to use the convenient 
British Imperial units of measurement in place of the awkward decimal metric units.

The European Parliament is still trying to enforce rules such as you cannot order a pound 
of bananas in Great Britain or a pint of ale in a pub.

After much discussion, they magnanimously consented to allow a few exceptions last 
December. The Irish may still post speed limits in the easily understood mile per hour, 
and the English may order their pint of ale. However the pound of bananas may only be 
priced in pounds if it is also priced in metric.

Since these exceptions are temporary, we will hear more of this idiocy in the future.

“The government may be eager to scrap the pound as our currency, but at least we 
can say we have saved it indefinitely, as a measurement at any rate. Under this law, 
shoppers will be able to continue using the measurement they prefer.” 

— Giles Chichester, a British member of the European Parliament.

•Adapted from the New York Times

See “‘Metric Martyr’ Loses Historic Case”, the related story of the man convicted of 
selling bananas by the pound, in our Bulletin, wn 85; Vol. 42; № 2 pages 4 – 9. •••

• • Our British Associates • •
The Yardstick, published by the 
British Weights & Measures Association users.aol.com/footrule
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It has a pencilled notation on the 
inside front flyleaf of “3/–”, (that 
was a common form of writing 
3 shillings), and another of what 
looks like the initials “DLW” and 
underneath, “Mar 9/1937”. I don’t 
know who that may have been, but 
perhaps somebody with a knowl-
edge of early founders and mem-
bers of either dsa or dsgb may 
be able to make a connection with 
these initials even though they pre-
date both society’s formation. 

 Inside this book were two dou-
ble pages from a small notebook 
with dozenal handwritten notes. I 
have included copies of the flyleaf 
and these notes and pictures of 
the cover and title pages.

 If this is of any interest to some-
one, please don’t hesitate to con-
tact me.

  •  Ray  

More conversions on the reverse.

• Continued on page 23;

Mr. Greaves’ find: dozenal ponderings. On the left, a system of measures. The right side 
above shows some conversions between decimal and dozenal.

• The Mailbag,  
continued from page 6:
» In my youth (and my ignorance) I once made the mistake of giving credit for the 
production of the actual physical slide rule to the wrong party. (Many people had talked 
about the creation of one.) Tom Linton, past leader quickly corrected me. It was Tom 
who actually produced the devices.

 •  Wishing you both a gross of good luck,
  Prof. Gene Zirkel, Board Member, Board Chair Emeritus •••

Mr. Ray Greaves, a member of the dsgb, writes: 
» Hello, My name is Ray Greaves and I am a member of the dsgb. 
I re-read your “A Brief History of the Society” written by Gene Zirkel. I was surprised 

when I noted that the entry for 1155; (1937.) that the majority of the British edition of 
Andrews’ New Numbers  published by Faber and Faber were destroyed in a WW II air 
raid. Very surprised, since I seem to be the lucky owner of a copy which had been sold 
before that event as indicated by the date noted in the next paragraph. 

•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •

• • Save a Tree • •
Mathematicians at ucla recently dis-

covered a gigantic 13-million-digit prime 
number. The group found the 46th known 
Mersenne prime last month on a network 
of 75 computers running Microsoft Win-
dows xp.

Mersenne primes — named for their dis-
coverer, 17th century French mathematician 
Marin Mersenne — are expressed as 2p-1, 
where p is itself a prime number. For this 
new prime, p is 12,531,505; (43,112,609 in 
base dek).

To print all digits in the standard 12 point 
type on ordinary 8½ by 11 inch paper with 
the usual 1 inch margins, leaving a space 
for readability between every 10 digits yield 
70 digits to a line and 45 lines per page, or 
about 3000 digits per page.

Thirteen million divided by 3000 yields 
approximately 4334 pages, that would take 
a set several volumes. In dozenals we would 
save about a million digits and more than 
300 pages. Publishing several such sets 
might save several trees. •••
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an insult. He at once recited its cube root. He produced a 
pamphlet against metrication.”

Robert Carnaghan comments that it was the kindly 
Professor Aitken who mentioned the dsgb to me when 
I was a student and not the other way around. I took 
the liberty of speaking to him (on something quite dif-
ferent, but he evidently recognised an idealist) at the 
end of one of his lectures to first-year students.

Carnaghan remembered attending some of dsgb’s an-
nual meetings in London, probably in the late 1960s or 
possibly the early 1970s. “At one, Sir Iain Moncreiffe of 
that ilk and his wife came, and I met them. As with Ait-
ken, only years later did I learn from occasional articles 
or obituaries what a knowledgeable man Sir Iain was, 
and how much he had done in his life, particularly in the 
study of genealogy and history.”

Shaun Ferguson was another keen member of dsgb 
in its early days, and is now one of the few active mem-
bers left.

Bruce Moon came from New Zealand several de-
cades ago and spent a year in the department of com-
puting of University College, London. He wrote for 
dsgb a good basic introduction to duodecimal arith-
metic for British readers called “Dozens Arithmetic 
for Everyman”. (It’s now out of date because it refers to 
the shillings of twelve pence which were then part of 
Britain’s currency.) Like the dsgb’s magazine in those 
days, it was typed onto wax stencils and reproduced 
on a duplicator.

For example, Brian Parry is a student and very keen; lots of ideas and energy. 
He has set up the Dozenal Forum at http://z13.invisionfree.com/DozensOn-
line, which seems to be attracting some attention. Long may it continue!

Lou Loynes, a little chap, very cheerful, was an artist and devised and pub-
lished a system for distinguishing colours based on duodecimals. I believe some 
dsgb meetings were held in his office.

Arthur Whillock worked at the government building research establishment 
near Wallingford. He devised systems of measurement and time based on duo-
decimals, which he explained on his visit to the dsa.

Fred Ruston, a friend of Brian’s, was one of the early members of dsgb. He 
lives with his wife Elizabeth in a hamlet in Stambridge.

On one occasion Brian met Professor A. C. Aitken, from New Zealand, of Edin-
burgh University. He recalled, “I think Robert Carnaghan enrolled him for us. He 
asked for my telephone number. I looked for a piece of paper to write it on. What 

Reflections 
           on the DSGB compiled by 

Gene Zirkel

Editor’s Note: We continue Professor Zirkel’s review of the history of the  
Dozenal Societies of America and Great Britain. The following material was 
included in an appendix to the article “A History of the dsa” which appeared in 
the last issue.   • See our Bulletin WN97; VOL. 49; № 2. 

Presenting some thoughts compiled from notes from Brian Bishop, Shaun Ferguson, 
and Robert Carnaghan.

Brian Parry, founder of the 
DozensOnline forum

Arthur Whillock in the 
States, attending an Annual 
Meeting of the dsa

Shaun Ferguson, at the 
helm of the dsgb's website

A few early members of the Dozenal Society of 
Great Britain:

Brian Bishop was dsgb’s first Secretary and Editor. 
He was followed by Shaun Ferguson who handed the 
reins over to Don Hammond. Hammond improved 
the style of the magazine and had plenty of useful 
ideas; he died of an asthma attack. 

Since Hammond passed away the dsgb’s growth 
has slowed. Under the direction of Shaun Fer-
guson and with the coming of the Internet, the 
dsgb managed to take on a new lease on life. 
They seem to be attracting more people, especial-
ly with the new website Shaun Ferguson set up at  
www.Dozenalsociety.org.uk.

Brian and Jean Bishop toast you from their 
sunny home. Cheers from the dsgb!
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to compromise and have a meeting every few years, so as to give members a 
chance to meet one another and develop a social side that does so much to bring 
into the fold those who have a passing interest but who often move on in the 
absence of social contact.

Several societies I’ve been a member of have single-mindedly concentrated on 
higher thoughts and neglected the social side, with the result that they have also 
withered. To some extent the Internet now provides an alternative through the 
use of forums. A forum could allow anyone interested to put forward ideas, pro-
posals, questions and so on, and with luck to get reactions.

One simple thing I learned years ago was how to count up to a dozen on one 
hand, using the thumb as a pointer and the joints of the four fingers as positions, 
and then to count dozens similarly on the other hand. Occasionally, when the 
chance arises and I remember, I show someone, usually a child, how to do this, 
in the hope of sparking an interest at this level, and sometimes there is interest. 
One way of making it more “concrete” is to refer to months and years. It’s not 
much, but it’s a way of trying to pass on something few have come across.

There’s not much more I can do now, with so much else left to do, but neither 
can I completely let go after all these years. In particular, I must find a good home 
sooner or later for the books and magazines that I have or have been entrusted 
with. I believe that Arthur Whillock would also like to find a home for his collec-
tion; he would like them to be kept together.

So there are some reminiscences and thoughts, for what they are worth. •••

• • Our British Associates • •
The Dozenal Society of Great Britain www.dozenalsociety.org.uk

A strand in the history of dsgb was the founding some years but not many 
years later, quite independently, of a Duodecimal Association. That associa-
tion had not been in existence for long when the two societies discovered each 
other and agreed to merge.

Carnaghan also recalled, “I don’t remember attending any dsgb meetings at 
Louis Loynes’ office in Monmouth Street in central London, but I remember 
Brian introduced me to him there, and I met him several times”. He favoured 
base eight or one dozen four, but said that when he devised his system for num-
bering colours (he wrote a book about colour theory and produced it himself), 
he found that for that specific purpose the duodecimal system was best because 
of there being three primary colours. He called his colour notation the byraz 
system, these letters representing blue, yellow, red, white and black.

On one occasion, probably at Loynes’ office, I was introduced to another sup-
porter of base eight or one dozen four, Douglas Blacklock, who on the first meet-
ing seemed very clever. As Brian and I both worked in central London at the 
time, we met him for lunch on a number of occasions when Blacklock (who 
must have been retired) was in London, and we got to know him fairly well.

Blacklock saw himself as an inventor, and he did seem to have an imaginative 
mind. He was a pleasant enthusiast if you had some time to spare!

Apparently he had once written a book on accounting for management (he 
was then an accountant) before the war. In discussion he would jump around 
disconcertingly from one idea or subject to another; it was reasonably interest-
ing or entertaining once one had got used to it.

Blacklock in turn introduced Brian and me to a man called, I think, Carr-
Carme, who had a small office in Shaftesbury Avenue in central London, and 
who had devised a means of making music easier to read music by use of colour. 
I don’t know whether anyone took up his idea. Doubtless he could have imple-
mented and demonstrated it much more easily if cheap ink-jet printers had then 
been available. But here I’m wandering way off course.

Arthur Whillock worked as a professional engineer at the (then government-
owned) well-known hydrological research establishment at Wallingford. He 
used to write good articles about the virtues of duodecimals and about the fail-
ings of the metric system. He became Information Secretary of dsgb. After Don 
Hammond’s untimely death he became Secretary as well, in the absence of any 
other volunteer. Arthur was also the editor of the Dozenal Review-cum-Doze-
nal Journal.

I spoke to Don Hammond once by telephone but never met him. Unfortu-
nately, by the time he became active, as Secretary and Editor, dsgb had altogeth-
er ceased its annual meetings. There was some justification for this, inasmuch as 
members lived far apart (in British terms). However, it would have been possible 

A Merger

•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •

One Hand is Better than Two...

It has been claimed that the only reason we 
still count by tens instead of dozens which 
are easier to learn, easier to use, and more 
compact, is the fact that we have ten fingers.

However, it takes two hands to count to ten on your 
fingers while you can easily count to a dozen on only 
one hand using your thumb to point to the twelve pha-
langes (or bones) in your four fingers.



We all do arithmetic. We do it in the supermarket when providing for our families. We 
do it on the highway when comparing our speed with the posted limits (sometimes). 
We do it in the restaurant when determining how much of a tip to leave on the table, or 
whether we’ll have to wash dishes to pay for the meal. Arithmetic, and mathematics as a 
whole, is always around us from the most mundane tasks to the most embarrassing and 
profound situations. 

With some minor exceptions we perform arithmetic operations in base ten. But is 
base ten really the best way to do arithmetic? Are calculations easier to perform in some 
other base, say twelve or sixteen? Let us take a brief look at some of the inherent advan-
tages and disadvantages of the use of alternate number bases in arithmetic, starting with 
our tried and true friend, base ten. 

The primary advantage that base ten gives us is that we’re accustomed to it. The most 
popular explanation is that we have ten fingers on our hands. We are able to match our 
fingers to up to ten of some other object. Counting the number of times we can do this 
before we run out of whatever we were counting allows us to use numbers greater than 
ten. Some cultures, for similar reasons, have used number systems of five and twenty 
(the latter by calling the toes into play).¹ There are some disadvantages that are im-
mediately apparent in these bases. Base five, for instance, is a fairly small base, which 
leads to long strings of numerals even for small values. (Compare one hand and three 
fingers (13five) to eight fingers (8ten) Base twenty has the problem that very few of us can 
bend our toes independently of the others. Peoples in colder climes may have to remove 
shoes of moccasins to do any such counting. Whatever the reason, our familiar decimal 
system predominates. 

There are some notable exceptions. Ancient Sumerians and Babylonians used a sex-
agesimal (base sixty) system of enumeration in connection with the place-value system. 
Each sexagesimal place, however, was constructed of cuneiform symbols giving the num-
ber of tens and units for that place.² Some Northern European societies had a quantity 
known as a “great hundred” made up of ten dozens (decimal 120.), reflecting the rudi-
ments of a duodecimal (base twelve) counting system.³ The Romans, even though they 
used base ten for their integer counting, had a system of duodecimal fractions. It is be-
lieved they chose this because of easy divisibility in so many different ways.⁴

Despite our use of the decimal system for many millennia, there is something that 
requires us to consider non-decimal enumerating: the electronic digital computer. 

Computers, at their lowest levels of operation, know only whether a current is flowing 
through a transistor or not. This off/on choice leads us to the binary (base two) system 
of numeration. But while computers have little problem working in binary, for humans 
it can be a bit cumbersome. For example: 

842ten = 1101001010two 

As you can see, relatively small numbers in decimal produce some real monster-sized 

by Christopher J. Osburn

SOME NOTES ON THE  
HISTORY AND DESIRABILITY OF  
USING ALTERNATE NUMBER BASES  
IN ARITHMETIC

binary numbers. To cope, we have developed some convenient shortcuts. By convert-
ing binary numbers into octal (base eight) or hexadecimal (base sixteen) numbers, we 
make binary numbers more manageable for humans. This is actually quite easy. Taking 
our example from above, 

1101001010two

we divide the number up three places at a time from the right, 

1 101 001 010
and then convert each group of three into single octal digits by finding the values that 
correspond to each place: 

1 101 001 010
1 5 1 2

This gives us:  842ten = 1512eight

The process for converting binary into hexadecimal is similar; start by dividing the 
number into four digit groups: 

11 0100 1010 

and insert the appropriate values: 

11 0100 1010
3 4 10

This leads to a bit of a problem. How do we squeeze that ten into a single digit? The 
current usage in the computer industry is to represent the values ten through fifteen by 
the letters “A” through “F”: “A” equals ten, “B” equals eleven, etc. Our conversion from 
above then becomes: 

11 0100 1010
3 4 A

giving us:

842ten = 34Asixteen

In some bases, identifying prime numbers greater than 2 and perfect squares (or at 
least ruling them out) is fairly easy, in others it is more difficult. A good test is to check 
the final digit in the number. For example, in base ten we know there are no prime num-
bers ending with the numeral 4 and there are no perfect squares that end with a 7. How 
many of the available numerals in a given base can terminate a prime number? How 
many will terminate a perfect square? It is also useful to compare that number with the 
total available. If, for instance, a prime number can end with any digit at all, that test 
becomes useless.

We have so far come across several different numbering systems, which we can cat-
egorize as follows:
 1. The “Finger” Bases: five, ten, twenty;
 2. The Binary Bases: two, eight, sixteen; 
 3. Other Bases: twelve and sixty.
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Base Prime Number End Digits % Perfect Square End Digits %

2 1 100 0, 1 100
5 1, 2, 3, 4 200 0, 1, 4 60
8 1, 3, 5, 7 100 0, 1, 4 38

10 1, 3, 7, 9 80 0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 9 60
12 1, 5, 7, 11 67 0, 1, 4, 9 33
16 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 100 0, 1, 4, 9 25
20 1, 3, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17, 19 80 0, 1, 4, 5, 9, 16 30

60 1, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 
31, 37, 41, 43, 47, 49, 53, 59 53 0, 1, 4, 9, 16, 21, 24, 25, 36, 

40, 45, 49 20
Table 2: Prime Number End Digits (Totatives) and Perfect Square End Digits.

We have also seen that some bases are good for humans while others are good only 
for computers. Is there some way we can quantify the usefulness of these systems (for 
humans) so that we can compare them? Which of these bases is really the best for count-
ing and arithmetic for humans? 

One way of comparing number bases is to compare some of their divisibility indica-
tors. For example, a divisibility indicator in base ten would be the fact that all numbers 
divisible by five end in a zero or a five digit. Easy rules like this are one way we make 
counting and arithmetic easy on ourselves. George Terry, in his book Duodecimal Arith-
metic, suggests tests to help identify prime numbers and perfect squares.⁵
Divisibility Rules. 

Let us take a quick look at the divisibility rules first. We will concentrate on the “easy” 
rules (hard rules aren’t that valuable to humans). We’ll restrict ourselves to numbers 
less than the base number itself (except for base two). Table 1 on page 19; shows when 
a number in the given base is divisible by the digit in the left hand column.
End Digits of Prime and Square Numbers.

Note: the columns marked “%” in Table 2 refer to the percentage of digits that appear 
against the given base. The percentages given after the prime digit column refer to the 
number of odd digits that appear. Base 5 reads 200% in this column, as numbers ending 
in even digits can also be prime. 
Regularity of Digits.

Table 3 on page 1b; lists “regular numbers” along with a “regularity index” for each 
base.  A regular number is a number, in base sixty, the reciprocal of which has a finite 
number of places. We can extend this concept to any other base and say a regular num-
ber has a terminating fractional part in that base. For example, ⅓ is a terminating frac-
tion in base twelve (0.4twelve) but it is not a terminating fraction in decimal (0.333…ten). 
So, three is a regular number in base twelve but not in base ten. This is a good alternative 
to counting the divisibility rules presented in Table 1. If we look at every single-digit 
number greater then 1 in each base we can see what portion of them are regular. We call 
that portion the “regularity index” and express it as a percentage. 

Table 1: Rules of Divisibility for Selected Bases
Base 2:  
 2: A number is even if it ends in 0, odd if it ends in 1
Base 5:  
 2: Any number whose digits add to a multiple of 2
 4: Any number whose digits add to a multiple of 4
Base 8:  
 2: Any number ending in an even digit
 4: Any number ending in 0 or 4
 7: Any number whose digits add to a multiple of 7
Base 10:  
 2: Any number ending in an even digit
 3: Any number whose digits add to a multiple of 3
 5: Any number ending in 0 or 5
 6: Any even number whose digits add to a multiple of 3
 9: Any number whose digits add to a multiple of 9
Base 12:  
 2: Any number ending in an even units place
 3: Any number ending in 0, 3, 6, 9
 4: Any number ending in 0, 4, 8
 6: Any number ending in 0, 6
 11: Any number whose digits add to a multiple of 11
Base 16:  
 2: Any number ending in an even units place
 3: Any number whose digits add to a multiple of 3
 4: Any number ending in 0, 4, 8, 12
 5: Any number whose digits add to a multiple of 5
 6: Any even number whose digits add to a multiple of 6
 8: Any number ending in 0 or 8
 10: Any even number whose digits add to a multiple of 5
 15: Any number whose digits add to a multiple of 15
Base 20:  
 2: Any number ending in an even units place
 4: Any number ending in 0, 4, 8, 12, 16
 5: Any number ending in 0, 5, 10, 15
 10: Any number ending in 0, 10
 19: Any number whose digits add to a multiple of 19
Base 60:  
 2: Any number ending in an even units place 
 3: Any number whose units place is a multiple of 3
 4: Any number whose units place is a multiple of 4
 5: Any number whose units place is a multiple of 5
 6: Any number whose units place is a multiple of 6
 10: Any number ending in 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50
 12: Any number ending in 0, 12, 24, 36, 48
 15: Any number ending in 0, 15, 30, 45
 20: Any number ending in 0, 20, 40
 30: Any number ending in 0, 30
 59: Any number whose digits add to a multiple of 59
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sixty seem to have fared about equally well (even with base sixty’s enormous multiplica-
tion table). It would seem that base twelve ranked so much higher because it combines 
good divisibility patterns (noted by the regularity index) with a fairly small set of opera-
tion tables. 

On the other hand, note bases two and five bringing up the rear. For base five, there 
are no terminating decimal fractions. Also, as an odd-numbered base, we have more dif-
ficulty finding odd and even numbers in base five. A base five prime number may end in 
any digit. For example: 31five has an odd last digit, but is equal to 16ten, an even number. 
Base two fails mainly because it is so cumbersome to work with, and that it’s more dif-
ficult to guess whether a number might be prime or square (shown by high values of P 
and S). The regularity index of base two, zero, may be merely a problem in defining the 
regularity index. There are simply no integers between 1 and 1. Arbitrarily setting the 
regularity index to 50% gives a final index value of .173. This is still quite low, but seems 
more appropriate. 

Of the bases we haven’t considered, does anything else compare to base 12? Base 6 
does with an index of .504. These are the only two bases that come in above .500 and, in 
fact, the only two coming in above .400. (Base 4 came in third at .347.) The top ten are:

 12, 6, 4, 24, 30, 18, 60, 10, 36, 8.

Should we convert to base twelve? Re-educating several billion people seems like a 
daunting task, so we might begin by teaching duodecimals in parallel with decimal math 
to children just entering school. In my fifth year at elementary school, I volunteered to 
teach octal arithmetic to the class. My classmates reacted positively, having fun playing 
with slightly altered arithmetic rules and viewing the world through the eyes of an eight-
fingered creature. Today I carry out counting tasks in parallel with decimal and dozenal, 
which provides me a reality check of sorts. Giving people another lens thorough which 
to see the world will do no harm and may well be of great benefit. •••

Notes

¹ Eves, Howard; An Introduction to the History of Mathematics, fifth edition, Philadel-
phia: Saunders College, 1982; p. 4

² Ibid, p. 10 

³ Menninger, Karl; Number Words and Number Symbols, English translation, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1969; pp. 154ff. 

⁴ Ibid, pp. 158ff. 

⁵ Terry, George S.; Duodecimal Arithmetic, London: Longmans Green and Co., 1938

Editor’s note: The text of this article can be retrieved at http://www.ubergeek.org/~chris/
random/base12.html •••

Comparing the Bases.
We have quite a lot of data to digest. Let’s look at how we might combine our indi-

ces and percentages into something we can use for comparisons. This will be somewhat 
subjective since we’re really trying to quantify how a human will feel about each number 
base while counting and doing arithmetic. 

We should give a positive consideration to the regularity index, since we’d like to avoid 
infinite fractions. We’ll give a smaller positive consideration to the fact that a larger base 
yields a more compact notation; the length of a numeral gets shorter or remains un-
changed as the log of its base increases. (We use the natural logarithm to avoid showing 
preference to any integer base.)

Negative consideration should be given for the number of different digits that are 
found at the ends of prime and square numbers (fewer is better). And we’ll consider the 
size of the multiplication table. A bigger base has a larger table to learn and we should 
think of the school kids. Combining all these influences gives us the following relation:

I = R × ln b
P × S × b

where: 
 b is the base in question
 R is the regularity index
 P is the percentage of odd digits found at the 
ends of prime numbers
 S is the percentage of all digits found at the ends 
of perfect squares
 and the percentages P, R and S are expressed as 
fractionals.

This yields the data shown in Table 4.
This table indicates that base twelve is, by far, a much 

more logical base to do arithmetic in. Bases eight, ten and 

Base b Index I
2 .000
5 .000
8 .231

10 .240
12 .559
16 .149
20 .208
60 .265

Table 4: Compare the bases.
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Base Regular Numbers Regularity 
Index (%)

2 [none] 0
5 [none] 0
8 2, 4 33

10 2, 4, 5, 8 50
12 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9 60
16 2, 4, 8 21
20 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 16 33

60 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18, 20, 
24, 25, 27, 30, 32, 36, 40, 45, 48, 50, 54 41

Table 3: Regular Numbers for Selected Bases. Editor's Note: this table includes regular 
numbers by the Author's definition which are less than the base given in the leftmost column. Such 
positive integers lesser than the base would thus be single digits in that base.
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figures

184 809 493 b91  866 457 3a6 211  bb1 515 51a 057  292 90a 780 9a4
927 421 40a 60a  552 56a 066 1a0  375 3a3 aa5 480  564 688 018 1a3 
683 083 272 bbb  a0a 370 b12 265  529 a82 890 3b4  b25 6b8 403 759 
a71 626 b8a 546  876 218 49b 849  a82 256 16b 442  796 a31 737 b22 
9b2 391 489 853  943 b87 637 256  164 472 36b 027  a42 1aa 17a 38b 
52a 18a 838 b01  514 a51 144 a23  315 a30 09a 890  6b6 1b8 b48 a62 
253 a88 a50 a43  ba0 944 572 315  933 664 476 b3a  abb 775 839 751 
206 835 26b 75b  462 060 bb0 3b4  325 519 137 727  29a 214 755 353 
179 384 8a0 402  b99 9b5 058 535  374 465 a68 806  716 644 039 539 
a84 319 351 985  27b 939 9b1 129  90a bb0 383 b10  764 542 457 7a5 
160 1b3 624 a88  b7a 676 a39 929  121 21a 213 887  b92 873 946 a61  
332 242 217 aa7  354 115 357 744  939 112 602 ba4  b88 881 8a3 269  
222 b52 848 774  783 999 4ab 223  b65 b87 626 954  228 226 69b a00  
a58 609 784 2a5  175 036 207 3b5  a76 836 3b2 1bb  1a9 7a4 a19 444  
774 939 980 492  217 5a0 68a 467  394 619 90a 206  5bb 0a3 0bb ab7  
024 a58 5b1 a84  428 195 489 784  a07 a33 1a7 b0a  157 456 5b3 73b  
05b 03a 5a8 0a1  3ab 878 577 346  799 855 58a 537  317 8a7 b28 271  
992 a38 94a 577  608 508 3b9 b23  8b2 220 542 462  888 641 a2b ab8  
b30 83a b49 659  172 a31 2b7 851  865 449 4a0 686  625 86a 181 835  
a64 440 b29 70a  122 813 975 898  815 367 208 905  801 032 881 449  
223 841 428 763  329 617 531 239  b9a 657 405 584  014 534 390 b58  
762 560 6bb 809  237 959 44b 437  57a 431 b03 955  628 297 8a6 a49  
590 553 490 ba1  844 947 175 637  a90 824 7b5 012  772 246 444 138  
0a8 52b 084 7b5  813 019 bb7 0a6  766 3b4 265 654  340 698 844 761  
321 933 44b a55  a21 28a 038 389  746 06b 851 b29  793 21a 408 067  
225 a5a a4b 346  4a1 a17 473 595  333 909 ab9 127  079 655 b31 64b  
68b 9b2 8a9 b81  8a2 20a 025 ab0  934 203 995 b7a  62a 7aa 739 355  
340 539 ba3 182  905 b19 390 560  3a4 3b6 60b 942  6a9 229 469 714  
4a8 96a 5b2 339  358 bb2 b72 94b  b89 635 b07 1a6  351 211 360 b82  
0b1 882 ab8 433  b54 757 b87 a37  328 4b1 ba1 82a  103 264 76b 369  
a4a 636 5b5 8b8  018 994 bb1 525  567 654 75a 704  bb9 4b6 b2a 394  
589 71a 8b9 051  278 6b5 029 404  818 644 323 552  916 170 b3a bb7  
363 496 427 b08   8b6 872 5a6 857  004 061 794 928  907 7b2 780 69a  
09b 559 324 b8a  668 28b 405 49b  029 606 5b2 300  330 592 569 a7b  
76b 92b a12 935  85b 6a9 b60 456  7a0 901 362 856  373 b4b 568 979  
462 56b 417 2b1  b50 474 351 364  749 a33 996 a81  ba8 847 347 a84      
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The entire output was generated by Mathematica 7.0 on a common “Wintel” laptop in 
a fraction of a second. Compare this convenience of our modern world to what the best 
and brightest could muster in the 1950s!  

• See “Eniac π” in Vol. 6 № 2 pp. 3a; of our Bulletin. •••

Here we present the first great gross dig-
its of π , as requested by Mr. Benedikt 
Jahnel in February 2009. This is a trun-
cation of his request for 2,000; digits. 
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Your next meeting: I think he might enjoy going to meetings and talking with other 
people who share his interest in math, bases, etc. I very much appreciate that you exist. 
Please let us know about your next meeting time and place.

 •  Sincerely, Dan’s mom ••••
» Hello,

I would love to receive a copy of Dan’s report. Two very important figures for Dan to 
consider are F. Emerson Andrews and Ralph Beard. They were the key figures in the mod-
ern dozenal movement. You will be able to read about them in our upcoming Bulletin.

 •  Wishing you both a gross of good luck,
  Prof. Gene Zirkel, Board Member, Board Chair Emeritus •••

» Dear Gene,
It seems to me that the only references Simon Stevin made to the duodecimal system 

were in his writing on music. It is in the earlier and later versions of Vande Spiegheling der 
Singconst that he uses a dozenal system and 10,000-to tune a lute. It is frustrating because 
Simon Stevin appears not to have made the leap from the utility of dozenal to anything 
but music. Rather, he seems to be the one who popularized the use of decimals versus 
unwieldy fractions.

I’m sure Dan would greatly appreciate getting the Bulletin! He really needs a com-
munity of like-minded people with whom to interact. Dan loves to think and talk about 
math, codes, riddles, etc. Someone gave him a Schoolhouse Rock! video for his third 
birthday and within a month he’d taught himself double-digit multiplication. After that 
he was all for finding patterns in numbers—especially the primes, Fibonacci, and Lu-
cius, alternate base systems like the Mayan one, base seventeen, and especially now, 
base twelve. When Dan was still three he said to his dad: “If we can find an answer to pi 
we’ll be famous”. He’s in the middle of primary school now and has come up with his 
own set of numbers which he calls “Important Numbers”. 

On another topic, we came across a problem with Simon Stevin which seems to be 
under contention by many scholars. It seems a Chinese scholar at the time published, 
one year prior to Stevin, in 1584 his own version of dozenal as useful to creating “equal 
temperament”. It seems that the Chinese version is entirely different than the European 
version but still, it appears that Zhu Zaiyu was first. I am going to try and find an English 
translation of the paper by Zhu Zaiyu to make sure he does indeed promote a duodeci-
mal system.

We put the membership application in the mail last week. Dan addressed and filled in 
the application on his own. I hope whoever is in Babylon, ny will take Dan’s application 
seriously because his skill at writing in no way reflects his skill at math.  He pulled 
twelve dollars in cash out of his own piggy bank because he wanted to pay for the mem-
bership himself.

 •  Sincerely, Dan’s mom ••••

• • Dozenal Jottings • •

We welcome our latest Members: Cole Spooner 393; and Vanessa Sampson 
394; both of Rochester, ny. New Members Dan Simon 395; and Michael A. 
Leach 396; hail from New York City and Portland, or, respectively. •••
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p.s. Note the 18; fold increase in price from 3/– to £3– which I paid for it, but consid-
erably cheaper than the £15 I paid for the 2nd edition including postage from the usa.

£15.72 = 15 pounds + 72 pence. Given a decimal pound = a dozenal pound, then that 
would be £13; . The 72 pence converted to dozenal is another matter. If we take 72/100 
of 144 dozenal pennies and that £1 = 10; shillings of 10; pennies each, that would be 
72/100 × 144 = of 12 shillings and that would be 72/100 × 144 = 103.68 or 87;81b rounded 
pennies and thus 8s 8d; rounded. So the result is £13 8s 8d; rounded. ••••
Mr. Daniel Dault, Member number 396; writes:

» Hello, I am interested in joining the dsa, and would like information on how to go 
about doing so. I am an electrical engineering student pursuing my second undergrad 
at Michigan State University, and the more I learn about the duodecimal system, the 
more impressed I become with its utility in both engineering and everyday practical 
calculations.

Another question—have any local chapters of the organization been started?  I would 
possibly be interested in forming a local group at MSU and pursuing the cause of doz-
enal mathematics in higher education. 

 •  Regards,
  Dan Dault ••••

» Welcome Dan!
The membership blank on the website is being revised, but it is certainly good enough 

as is. Student dues are only $3 a year.
Many years ago a group of high school students formed a chapter in New Jersey. There 

are none at present, but we are certainly open to the formation of a new one.
Again, welcome. You will become member number 396;. Happy New Year, and may 

11b5; bring you happiness and prosperity. Perhaps you and your friends may wish to 
join us at our next Annual Meeting in New York City.

 •  Prof. Gene Zirkel, Board Member, Board Chair Emeritus •••
» Very good Gene, thank you for your reply. I will send in my membership applica-

tion and fee.  I doubt a meeting in New York is in the cards for me this year (student 
budget), but I would certainly be interested in reading the proceedings.

I will sound out some of my colleagues in the engineering school and perhaps the 
math department to see if a local chapter would be feasible.

 •  Happy New Year,
  Dan Dault ••••

The young Mr. Dan Simon, Member number 395; writes (via his mother):
» Dear Dozenal Friends,

My young son Dan did his science project last year on base twelve. Dan is self taught 
and has a gift for patterns and math, among other things. He has studied many different 
bases and has come to the conclusion that we all should switch to dozenal. I found your 
society last year while helping Dan research his topic.

For our history fair next week he wants to go as the person who first discovered doz-
enal. If you have any links you could forward that would be great—I’m going to be doing 
an internet search now but any additional info would be great.

We printed the Atlantic Monthly article but Dan says he doesn’t want to go as Charles 
x of Sweden. Rather, he wants to go as the originator of the dozenal idea—Simon Stevin 
in 1585.

• The Mailbag, continued from page 12;
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You are invited to join the Dozenal Society of America!  
The only requirement is a constructive interest in duodecimals!

Dues include a subscription to the Duodecimal Bulletin. 
We depend on you! Annual dues are due as of 1 January. Make your checks for only one 
dozen dollars payable to the Dozenal Society of America. Student dues are $3. A lim-
ited number of free memberships are available to students. As you know, our continued 
work depends very much upon the tax deductible dues and gifts from our Members.

Subscription Form (Please print clearly)
Name _________________________________________
 LAST FIRST MIDDLE 

Address _________________________________________
 STREET 

_________________________________________
 CITY STATE/PROVINCE ZIP+4 / POSTAL CODE 

_________________________________________
 COUNTRY

Phone _________________________________________
 HOME WORK FAx

E-Mail _________________________________________
 

Degrees _________________________________________

Other Society Memberships __________________________
To facilitate communication, do you grant the DSA permission to fur-
nish your name and contact information to other DSA Members? ☐Yes    ☐No
Students please furnish the information below:
School _________________________________________

Address _________________________________________

Class _________________________________________
 YEAR MATH CLASS 

 _________________________________________
 INSTRUCTOR DEPARTMENT
We’d be delighted to see you at our meetings, and are always interested in your 
thoughts and ideas. Please include your particular duodecimal interests, comments, 
and suggestions on a separate sheet of paper.
Mail this  
form and 
payment to: 

The DOZENAL Society of America
Nassau Community College, c/o the Math Department
Garden City, li, NY 11530-6793

JOIN THE DSA TODAY!
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solution from page B

Here’s a beautiful example of math-
ematical symmetry. Can you find a 
similar pattern in base twelve? ••• 9 × 9 + 7

98 × 9 + 6
987 × 9 + 5

9876 × 9 + 4
98765 × 9 + 3

987654 × 9 + 2
9876543 × 9 + 1

98765432 × 9 + 0
987654321 × 9 - 1

= 88
= 888
= 8,888
= 88,888
= 888,888
= 8,888,888
= 88,888,888
= 888,888,888
= 8,888,888,888

1 × 1
11 × 11

111 × 111
1111 × 1111

11111 × 11111
111111 × 111111

1111111 × 1111111
11111111 × 11111111

111111111 × 111111111
1111111111 × 1111111111

11111111111 × 11111111111

= 1
= 121
= 12321
= 1234321
= 123454321
= 12345654321
= 1234567654321
= 123456787654321
= 12345678987654321
= 123456789a987654321
= 123456789aba987654321

In fact, the general pattern for any base b is:
1 × 1

11 × 11
111 × 111

= 1
= 121
= 12321

…
111…1 × 111…1 = 123…[b-2] [b-1] [b-2]…321

whose kth row is the square of k 1s, namely:
111…1 × 111…1 = 123…[k-1] [k] [k-1]…321

• • The Following Are Now Available from the Society • •
1. Our Brochure,  Free
2. “An Excursion in Numbers” by F. Emerson Andrews.  
 Reprinted from The Atlantic Monthly, October 1934,  Free
3. Manual of the Dozen System by George S. Terry,  $1.44
4. Back issues of the Duodecimal Bulletin, as available, 1944 to present,  $7.20 each.
5. TGM: A Coherent Dozenal Metrology, by T. Pendlebury,  $1.44.
6. Modular Counting by P. D. Thomas,  $1.44.
7. The Modular System by P. D. Thomas,  $1.44.
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